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Abstract 

One of the most important components of storytelling is character building. The way 

characters come together in a dimensional way can either make or break them.  Ultimately, 

it is the depth and range that immerses us in the stories and characters. Conflict is also one 

of the most fundamental modules to the story, more importantly to the characters.  

 This body of writing explores the evolution of Batman, visually and narratively. 

This examination will focus around how certain elements from his development built up to 

become the essential pillars to how the character is generally perceived today. Elaborating 

on the cavernous explorations of his character and other central characters within the 

Batman mythos, how Batman’s own psyche deals with duality in relation to Carl Jung’s 

ideas concerning the dark aspects of identity. Furthermore, we shall focus on the dynamic 

between himself and his counterpart, the Joker, paying attention to the central component 

of conflict, the element that makes their dynamic so compelling. It is a conflict that 

manifests itself mentally as well as physically, displayed in violent acts that hold an 

underlying intellectual and philosophical conversation between these opposing forces.    
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Introduction 

I was introduced to comic books at a young age and before realizing it I began sketching 

characters of my own. Although I had no intention of writing or creating my own comic 

book, it got me into drawing, illustrating and painting, skills that I kept on developing as I 

grew up. As a child, I developed an infatuation for Batman. At first, I was drawn to his 

dark costume, his black cape, from his cowl featuring the pointed ears of a bat to his 

tactical utility belt. This infatuation then quickly developed into an obsession as I grew 

older. Eventually, it got me into designing clothing when at one point I came to realize that 

every time I doodled a figure I always paid specific attention to how that item of clothing 

would be worn, thus creating a connection between one’s character, mood and clothing. As 

a society, I find that we on a daily basis express certain facets of our own character through 

stylistic choices of clothing, tapping into certain qualities that we possess, a specific frame 

of mind or a statement. It can range from simple to complex interpretations of our current 

mood. 

 Later, the character’s motives from the Batman universe sparked my interest, how 

they independently and commonly work around and with each other, particularly with 

Batman and the Joker. The way they drive one another is particularly intriguing (a push me 

– pull you dynamic) which would be interesting to delve deeper into. 

 For this essay, I will attempt to write about these two opposing forces within the 

Batman mythos with the following questions or topics in mind: 1) What makes these 

characters so compelling? And 2) Why do these characters work so well together? 

 To understand these characters one must understand their history, narratively and 

how they are visually presented. To elaborate on these topics, I must first discourse the 

extensive history of Batman, how he came to be and how the foundations of his modern 

representations emerged and developed. I shall then proceed to focus my analysis on the 

character’s constant battle between light and shadow, then I shall gradually delve 

extensively into the characters, to their psychological innards where I shall dissect them to 

their core. How Bruce Wayne as Batman and as himself deals with his own duality, the 

Joker, as his ultimate opposite within his chaotic and sinister intellect and ultimately, how 

these two characters reflect each other.  
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1.1 From the Golden Age to the Bronze Age  

Batman has a long history spanning 77 years with roots reaching all the way to the Golden 

Age of comics, making his first appearance in the 27th issue of Detective comics in May 

1939. The final publication of the entrepreneur Major Malcolm Wheeler-Nicholson whose 

comics company, National Allied Publications, would eventually evolve into DC Comics. 

 The idea of the character came from Bob Kane, at the time a young comic book artist 

attempting to develop a new figure to rival the exceedingly popular Superman. Influenced 

by characters from the likes of Zorro and The Shadow, Kane sketched a character that 

flaunted wings inspired by one of Leonardo da Vinci’s sketches of a glider featuring wings 

similar to that of a bat. Like so, the character emerged but later was taken a step further by 

the writer Bill Finger, now credited as the co-creator to Batman alongside Bob Kane (See 

images 1 – 3).1  

 While Kane drew the first sketches, Finger came up with alternatives for the look of 

the character, a scalloped cape instead of wings and a cowl with pointed ears like a bat.2 

This is the character’s first step towards becoming the entity that he is known as today, as 

Finger’s ideas elevated the character from being the all too human figure drawn by Kane. 

His ideas presented the character with mystery and strength, a more fitting look as it 

notably tapped into his childhood tragedies involving the death of his parents. A story 

which Finger imbued upon the character. To further saturate his surroundings, Finger 

additionally wrote stories that added the Batmobile, Gotham City, and storylines that first 

featured Robin, Commissioner Gordon, Catwoman, The Scarecrow, The Penguin, The 

Riddler and the unforgettable Joker. Finger essentially breathed life into the world of 

Batman. The character complemented the popular Superman as Bob Kane and Bill finger 

took a more plausible spin on a superhero human to his core, possessing no superpowers 

unlike Superman, making him a more grounded and relatable figure.3 

 The story of Batman has changed profusely over the years from a simpler crime 

fighter to a more complex narrative. As the years went by, layers were added to make the 

character more relatable, not to mention the contribution of multiple Batman storylines in 

alternate universes. Today, I think the general audience is most familiar with the version in 

                                                
1 Strusiewicz, Cezary Jan, “5 Ways Batman’s Creator Got Screwed Out Of His Legacy.” Cracked, June 12, 2015, accessed October 15, 2016, 
http://www.cracked.com/personal-experiences-1700-5-ways-batmans-true-creator-got-screwed-out-his-legacy.html. 
2 Strusiewicz, Cezary Jan, “5 Ways Batman’s Creator Got Screwed Out Of His Legacy.” 
3 Strusiewicz, Cezary Jan, “5 Ways Batman’s Creator Got Screwed Out Of His Legacy.” 
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which Bruce Wayne is born within a wealthy family, who built an empire, the sole heir of  

the successful Wayne Enterprises, Inc. formerly known as WayneCorp. He became a 

billionaire, playboy, philanthropist and current owner of his parent’s company. Unlike 

other superheroes he possesses no particular superpowers but instead relies on intellect and 

intense physical training, mastering various forms of martial arts, fluent in multiple 

languages, adept in sciences such as criminology, psychology, biology, engineering 

amongst others.4 

 Since his first appearance in 1939, Bruce Wayne and his caped alter ego have been 

portrayed in various story arcs with differing visual styles, from a mob crushing crime 

fighter beating criminals to a pulp, to a kid friendly superhero. By the 50’s, while its 

popularity peaked, the comic book world came under attack when in 1948, Fredric 

Wertham began a crusade against comic books. A German-educated psychiatrist who 

claimed that comics were the cause of many problems and abnormal behaviour. In 1954, 

Wertham published a book titled Seduction of the Innocent which aimed to warn people 

from comic books, how its negative form of literature encouraged violence and crime 

activities later in children’s lives. As an example, Wertham argued that Superman provided 

sadistic fantasies of joy in seeing others endure punishment over and over while oneself 

remained immune and saw Batman and Robin as two homosexuals living and gallivanting 

together.5 Overall, Wertham saw the medium as a source of corruption for young readers 

and I quote: 

 

 

Badly drawn, badly written, and badly printed - a strain on the young eyes and 
young nervous systems - the effects of these pulp-paper nightmares is that of a 
violent stimulant. Their crude blacks and reds spoils a child's natural sense of 
colour; their hypodermic injection of sex and murder make the child impatient 
with better, though quieter, stories. Unless we want a coming generation even 
more ferocious than the present one, parents and teachers throughout America 
must band together to break the `comic' magazine.6 

 

 

 

                                                
4 Jake King, “What are the powers and abilities of Batman? Is it true that he is considered DC’s most dangerous character? Also, Is it true he took 
town the whole Justice League all by himself?,”Quora, December 3, 2015. https://www.quora.com/What-are-the-powers-and-abilities-of-
Batman-Is-it-true-that-he-is-considered-DCs-most-dangerous-character-Also-is-it-true-he-took-town-the-whole-Justice-League-all-by-himself. 
5 Jason Hillhouse. “Legends of the Dark Knight: The History of Batman,” Documentary, 39:53, accessed October 8, 2016 on 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VZYa8VSgl2A. 
6 Jamie Coville, “Seduction of the Innocents and the Attack on Comic Books,” Pennsylvania State University, 
http://www.psu.edu/dept/inart10_110/inart10/cmbk4cca.html. 
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 The book sadly gained popularity and shed a negative light on comic books resulting 

in fears of government censorship which lead to the creation of the Comics Code 

Authority, designed to filter out content and enforced rules over ones deemed to be 

acceptable. A seal of approval carried only by comics that passed pre-publication review. 

This meant that violent content in images, language and concepts were ruled out, leaving 

the comic book world nearly sanitized and thus began the Silver age of comics. Seen to 

many people as a bland era in comic books where Batman became a leading citizen in 

Gotham, even participating in civic activities.7 The addition of a bat family was made and 

as an attempt to create more exciting content writers injected science fiction into the 

comics. Here the character can be found sporting an eccentric array of colours, in a way 

reflecting the light-hearted atmosphere of the era (See images 4 – 5).8 This proved to be 

unpopular causing a number of readers to recede. 9 

 In the 60’s, Batman’s sales plummeted to a point where DC Comics even 

considered to discontinue the caped crime fighter. As a result, executives went to one of 

their editors, Julius Schwartz,10 a man credited for reinventing many of the DC characters 

including Batman. He brought back The Atom, transformed The Flash, Green Lantern, 

Hawkman and many others, as well as introducing the Justice League of America to the 

DC Universe. In many ways, he elevated the Silver Age of comics through his 

contributions, paving the way into the Bronze Age.11 Schwartz introduced a new look to 

Batman with the artist Carmine Infantino, a style considered to be more realistic and 

contemporary. Story wise, they deviated him from aliens and monsters that transpired from 

the 50’s, attempting to redirect him to the fairly grounded detective stories from earlier 

years. These changes generated a new era for the character known as the “New Look” 

where the iconic yellow oval was added to the insignia on his chest. In the Golden Age, 

Batman flaunted a predominantly dark colour palette with hints of blue used as highlights, 

whereas the post- Comics Code palette displayed a shift in tone. The accents of blue were 

amplified and grew more dominant than the black, a feature most evident in his cape which 

also undertook alterations, shortened to a calf-length (See image 6).12 

                                                
7 Hillhouse, Legends of the Dark Knight: The History of Batman. 
8 Scott D. Parker, “Costumed Crimefighter: The Evolution of the Batsuit,” Criminalelement, October 28, 2011. 
http://www.criminalelement.com/blogs/2011/10/the-evolution-of-the-batsuit. 
9 Hillhouse, Legends of the Dark Knight: The History of Batman. 
10 Hillhouse, Legends of the Dark Knight: The History of Batman. 
11 Benito Cereno,”How Julie Schwartz Helped Create The Silver Age Of Comics,” Comics Alliance, June 19, 2015, 
http://comicsalliance.com/tribute-julius-schwartz/. 
12 Scott D. Parker, “Costumed Crimefighter: The Evolution of the Batsuit.” 
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 Another construct from the 60’s, is the 1966 television series Batman, originally set 

to tackle themes of adventure aimed at younger audiences. It passed through multiple 

establishments before eventually landing in the hands of William Dozier and Greenway 

Productions. The expansion towards television could have taken another route: “It is said 

that Dozier hated comic books and opted for a parody of the entire genre. Thus, Batman 

went from being a serious action/adventure to a comedic send up of the comics.” 13 

Although the series paralleled the comics, its campy influence permeated nonetheless into 

the medium.14 Despite deviating from the plan to return Batman to his roots, the work of 

Infantino and Schwartz did break some grounds by making him evolve into a three-

dimensional character and by adding subtle details such as wrinkles on his forehead and 

shading to accentuate his underlying muscular structure (See image 7).  

 The popularity of the television series quickly ran its course, by the late 60’s, Batman 

embarked on another revamp, lead by Neal Adams and Dennis O’Neil under the 

supervision of Schwartz. While most of the previous alterations were kept, with Adams, 

came subtle advancements like the elongation of his cape, becoming ever more dramatic 

(See image 8). 15 It wasn’t until then that Batman was really kicked back to being the dark 

avenger of the night from the Golden Age as the arrival of Adams consequently signalled 

the Bronze age and dawned the dark era of the 80’s.16 

 What signified the 70’s was that it marked the complete transition from the zany 

50’s and the campiness of the 60’s that proved difficult to take distance from. Under the 

hands of artists like Neal Adams and Marshall Rogers, the relevance of Batman manifested 

once more by melding together elements of the fantastic and melodrama with realism (See 

images 9 – 10). 17  With audiences maturing progressively, the storytelling quickly 

strengthened along with them. With writers like Steve Englehart or Dennis O’Neil, the 

storytelling gained poignancy and gradually undertook a darker direction. For instance, in 

Batman #237: Night of the Reaper (1971), an issue that dealt with concepts of death and a 

Nazi war criminal.18 

                                                
13 Bill “Jett” Ramey, “Batman 60’s Tv Series.” Batman-On-Film, April, 2007. http://www.batman-on-film.com/batman_60s-tv-series.html. 
14 Scott D. Parker, “Costumed Crimefighter: The Evolution of the Batsuit.” 
15 Scott D. Parker, “Costumed Crimefighter: The Evolution of the Batsuit.” 
16 Marc Buxton, “SDCC: O’Neil, Adams & more Revisit Batman of the 1970s,” CBR, July 28, 2014. http://www.cbr.com/sdcc-oneil-adams-
more-revisit-batman-of-the-1970s/. 
17 Hillhouse, Legends of the Dark Knight: The History of Batman. 
18 Sea-of-Green, “Batman #237: Night of the Reaper.” Hoosier Journal of Inanity, August 4, 2008. 
http://hoosierinanity.blogspot.is/2008/08/batman-237-night-of-reaper.html. 
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 Enter the Dark Age of Batman. Following the 70’s, Batman found himself 

undergoing yet another phase of revitalization with the arrival of Frank Miller’s Dark 

Knight Returns (1986) and Year One (1987). By the 80’s, Batman had been encapsulated 

within a dark and gritty realm with the approach of adding layers of psychological 

motivations by writers and filmmakers alike (See image 11).19 The era presented us with 

story arcs such as Batman: The Killing Joke (1988) and Batman: A Death in the Family 

(1988) that have since become quintessential to the Batman mythos. 

 

 

 

1.2 Through the Dark Age and the Animated Series 

In 1985 DC Comics took an ambitious initiative. They opted for a streamlined shared 

continuity which resulted in a “cosmic reboot” spanning in the twelve-part maxi-series 

Crisis on Infinite Earths where many of DC’s fabled characters were revitalized with 

updated origin stories, among them was the caped crusader. Despite undergoing retcons 

and updates, Batman was diverted away from a full reboot. Instead, we were presented 

with reimaginings. In Frank Miller’s Batman: Year One, contradictory to how readers 

remembered, the origin story took a darker tone, mostly in terms of content and 

atmosphere that underlined the corruption within Gotham. The story revolves around 

Bruce’s return to Gotham after a 12-year absence and the struggles of his first year as 

Batman. Additionally, Year One revisited the events of Martha and Thomas Wayne’s death 

accompanied with a psychological imbalance incorporated into Bruce’s psyche, an element 

that was not underlined in previous origin stories (See image 12).20 

 Written and illustrated by Frank Miller, The Dark Knight Returns depicted an older 

and jaded Batman with the utter seriousness of a brawler. The work portrayed a decaying 

world of Batman, a decay noticeable both in his and other character’s portrayal and 

ultimately the society in which they live. What makes Miller’s Batman more perceptible is 

his sheer size. The suit appropriately held key elements from recent versions but then 

                                                
19 Benito Cereno, “The Evolution Of Batman: The Best Batman Stories By Decade,” Comics Alliance, April 8, 2015, 
http://comicsalliance.com/the-evolution-of-batman-the-best-batman-stories-by-decade/. 
20 Xaq Rzetelny, “The Multiverse: The Saga of DC’s Never-Ending Universe,” Ars Technica UK, August 28, 2016, http://arstechnica.co.uk/the-
multiverse/2016/08/dc-comics-infinite-reboots/2/. 
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again, with various illustrators and colourists some details unequivocally vary, for instance, 

the bat insignia. In this depiction, the suit’s colour differed slightly with each issue, 

ranging from a blue and grey pairing to a nearly black and sometimes gradient. We were 

also introduced with a mechanically enhanced suit as the dark knight quarrelled with 

Superman (See images 13 – 16). 

 Among the retcons of the decade was Tim Burton’s 1989 film Batman. A film that 

brought a radical change to how the caped crusader is portrayed on the big screen and 

paved the way for the 90’s animated series. Heralded by the dark atmosphere brought by 

Miller’s Dark Knight Returns and Year One, Burton’s film truly depicted the seriousness 

of the newly reimagined Batman which harked back to the premise of Bob Kane and Bill 

Finger, but done in a way that did not replicate the direction of storytelling from Miller’s 

work but rather appropriately payed homage to the grounds previously broken by Miller 

(See image 17).21 While it impacted how Batman is portrayed on the big screen I think it 

also bore a significant impact on how the general audience recognized the character. 

Comic book readers certainly had a different view of the character in contrast to people 

who were unfamiliar with the comics and were more likely to be accustomed to the 

campiness from the 60’s. What makes the 70’s and 80’s such a pivotal time is the material 

that was entrenched. These established materials made him more malleable and would act 

as a template for Batman stories on many different mediums for the coming decades. 

  After attaining such success on the big screen, success transferred to television. 

Several animated versions of Batman have been made throughout his history, like The New 

Adventures of Batman from the 70’s. None of them were as influential as Batman: The 

Animated Series from 1992. Produced by Bruce Timm and Eric Radomski. The two 

worked together to develop the series’ visual style with Timm on the look of the characters 

and Radomski for the setting.22 Not only did it become popular within its generation but 

also with the oncoming ones. It took elements from every era of Batman and melded it 

together with a distinct style, a style that would be later identified as Dark Deco. (See 

images 18 – 19) 

 It gave newer audiences access to the character as well as familiarity to older 

audiences by injecting elements obtained from recent decades allowing writers to present 

him with more versatility. In my opinion, The Animated Series found a way to balance 

                                                
21 Hillhouse, Legends of the Dark Knight: The History of Batman. 
22 Hillhouse, Legends of the Dark Knight: The History of Batman. 
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those elements by taking a more grounded and serious approach on the material while 

governing the entire spectrum of the character’s history. From the detective of the night of 

the Golden Age, a hint of the 60’s camp and fun, adventures from the 70’s and the 

darkness of the 80’s23 

 Other contributions made from the series are the performances of Kevin Conroy who 

voiced Batman and Mark Hamill as his homicidal counterpart, the Joker. Their 

interpretations of these characters have since solidified how they should resonate in my 

mind and undoubtedly many others.24 Conroy underlined the dichotomy between Batman 

and Bruce Wayne. Batman got a more authoritative, dominant and mysterious attitude, 

layered with a sarcastic undertone while Mark Hamill elevated the Joker to a whole other 

level with a mix of charisma and terror.25 Not to mention his laugh, which to me is and 

always will be the ultimate Joker laugh, still echoing all the way from my childhood. 

Hamill’s and Conroy’s performances are crucial to the development of these characters for 

it is their conveyed attitudes that would inspire later portrayals of these characters.   

 All through the caped crusader’s advancements and expansions with more storylines, 

both in the comics and other mediums, his core remained largely unchanged. Parallel to his 

advancements followed the progression of his surroundings. With each depiction of 

Batman comes a unique Gotham attached to it, reflecting the atmosphere of the time it was 

designed into, something I find strongly reflected in the films. In Burton’s Batman from 

1989, the mood was accentuated by the eccentric trademark of the 80’s. The atmosphere 

was serious and almost stagnant, injected with the fear of increasing crime which was 

translated onto the look and overall mood within Gotham, clearly relating to the fear within 

society at the time. Later, the 1995 film Batman Forever by Joel Schumacher, illustrated a 

more colourful and flashy atmosphere, reflecting the quirky aspects of the 90’s.26 (See 

images 20 – 21) 

 

 Another evolving ingredient within the mythos is the psychology behind the 

characters. Today, with all the Batman material amassed throughout the years, the 

character has become and is more open for interpretation than ever, especially with such a 
                                                
23 Kaptainkristian, “Batman – Evolving The Legend,” Short Documentary, 7:09, accessed November 5, 2016 on 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u5Cdguyut8s. 
24 Kaptainkristian, Batman – Evolving The Legend. 
25 Kaptainkristian, Batman – Evolving The Legend. 
26 Even Puschak, “The Evolution of Batman’s Gotham City.” Essay about art, 7:17. Accessed November 24, 2016 on 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HF-wVFTR0fg. 
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convoluted history. Whether someone is predominantly a fan of the comics, films or 

television, it almost doesn’t matter. With so many variations of the character and his 

universe, every avid Batman enthusiast surely have their own preferred storyline or variant. 

In the company of such a large following, taking into account the further explorations of 

the character provided by numerous different writers and illustrators, it should come as no 

surprise that so many theories and speculations have spurred within the fan base. 

 

 

 

2. Accessing the Other Self 

One can argue whether Batman is the true self making Bruce the disguise or the other way 

around, but neither side of the argument is dismissible. On one hand, I do understand as to 

why Batman is perceived to be the true side of the character. On one side, his caped 

alternate self strikes a more dominant and certainly more memorable persona that carves 

itself into our minds, on the other, a more grounded and mundane looking Bruce Wayne. 

Bruce even states it himself in the 1999 series Batman Beyond, that he would rather refer 

to himself as Batman. 27  If we look at the history of the origin, fear and traumatic 

experiences gone through in his life later enabled Bruce Wayne to access his other self. 

Which begs the question whether the other self has been present all along leading us to 

Carl Jung’s explorations of the dark facets of identity. 

 Carl Jung referred to this side of our character as the Shadow, arguing that within 

all of us, is a struggle between our more acceptable self and the other, i.e. the shadow side. 

The Jungian shadow is composed of everything that is not accessed when we choose to be 

the other which is deemed more acceptable in our daily endeavours. It is essentially our 

dark side, in other words, an uncharted region of our personality, predominantly consisting 

of depreciated negative emotions (social or religious) including impulses such as rage, 

selfishness, greed and sexual lust. What we deem to be evil, unacceptable and is denied to 

be a part of our social characters falls into the shadow side.28  

                                                
27 Moseley, “Batman Beyond – Season 1, Episode 7 Shriek.” Clip, 0:38, Accessed November 26, 2016 on 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ceca1JCRQbA. 
28 Stephen A. Diamond, “Essential Secrets of Psychotherapy: What is the “Shadow”?” Psychology Today, April 20, 2012, 
https://www.psychologytoday.com/blog/evil-deeds/201204/essential-secrets-psychotherapy-what-is-the-shadow. 
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 Batman is a personification of both the Shadow and light side that we decide to 

exude on a daily basis. Rather than an opposing relationship-like dynamic between the two 

sides of the character, he creates a perfect union between them, bringing us back to our 

previous question, whether this other side of him has always been present. Indeed, but it is 

not accessed or properly activated until later in his life. Through the fear and trauma, he is 

able to channel his Shadow side into his alternate persona and I quote: 

 
 

We are all born pure, like blank canvases. But at some point, during our 
childhood development, we learn knowledge that teaches us to separate things 
into good and evil. The moment we eat from this tree of knowledge, our shadows 
are born and we begin to divide ourselves. Furthermore, in our cultural 
‘socialization’ process, we begin to sort out those traits within us that are 
acceptable in society, and those unacceptable traits that aren’t (which are later 
hidden away).29 

 
 

 His first-hand experience of the death of his parents being trauma, the fear, being 

the fear of bats. In Year One, a scene is depicted where he chooses to wield the bat as a 

symbol in an effort to strike the same fear into Gotham’s criminals. Bruce addresses that 

the fear stretches all the way back to his childhood (See image 22).30 This is later explored 

deeper and brought to life in Christopher Nolan’s Batman Begins (2005) where the young 

Bruce Wayne falls into an empty well disturbing a colony of bats. As the bats woke to the 

distress of the fall so did Bruce’s petrifying fear for the creatures. 

 The death of his parents instilled a sense of purpose within Bruce. Through the 

trauma he decides to take matters within his own hands and with determination he 

dedicates himself to adapting and developing his own set of skills. Ultimately vowing to 

avenge their deaths and to protect people from criminal. Adopting the image of a bat 

symbolizes how he conquered his fear, furthermore embracing it and in turn accoutring 

himself with it. He wears the creature’s image as a uniform to provoke a fear based 

reaction, similar to his childhood experience.31  In addition to the use of the bat as a 

symbol, the concept is also juxtaposed, as he made a conscious choice to channel his 

shadow side as a bat. Bats are often portrayed as threatening and associated with evil in 

many cultures, furthermore linked with dark abstractions, not to mention their connection 

to mythical creatures such as vampires once again linking to the symbolism of evil. The 

                                                
29 Mateo Sol, “Shadow Self: Embracing Your Inner Darkness.” Lonerwolf. https://lonerwolf.com/shadow-self/. 
30 Frank Miller, Batman Year One Part 1. (United States: DC Comics, 1987). 
31 Steven Smith, “Batman Unmasked.” TV movie, 44:42, accessed October 9, 2016 on https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kPoG9CgaUds. 
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juxtaposition lies in how he operates with his core set of values, like the Jungian shadow, 

he operates outside of what is accepted under the law and within society, utilizing the perks 

of operating at night to his advantage. He channels his dark side with righteousness,32 

which in my opinion, relates to how we can sometimes find ourselves rather drawn to the 

antagonists than the protagonists. It’s in our nature to be fascinated with the unknown, we 

are drawn to it because it has a particular allure that pulls us in. This, I think is the allure of 

the dark knight. 

 For me, the truth of the character does not necessarily lay in just one side. In our 

everyday lives, we play around with our identity more than we care to admit. We speak to 

those who are close to us in one way and differently to others. Our attitudes and posture 

changes subject to the situation and sometimes even going as far as changing our accents 

depending on whom we are conversing with, as a means to fit in. Similarly, in the way we 

are  fascinated by characters that both embody shadow and light , we can also be fascinated 

with uncharted facets of our own character that we normally wouldn´t willingly choose to 

access. Certain roles or facets of our own character might intrigue us more than others and 

we are sometimes drawn to them without even noticing. Even Bruce must tap into other 

sides of his identity for instance, in the hours of daylight, while running his corporation he 

puts on another role, the role of the entrepreneur.33 His sense of humanity within, that he 

experiences as Bruce is the driving force for both sides of his psyche. It is how he 

embraces his Shadow side that makes the union between them so compelling, these are the 

necessary components that make Batman who he is. Dividing the human consciousness in 

two parts would be an oversimplification, in my opinion, those two sides can be divided 

even further. Bruce isn’t just a unilateral character during the daytime (not being the 

masked vigilante of the night) nor is he when he is immersed into the Shadow side.  

 Other aspects of his character also evolved into an intricate course of action. One of 

his most defining rules is that he does not and will not take a life, whether it be by a 

weapon of any kind or by beating a foe to death. The topic being complex, with new 

developments added onto his most defining rule which he unfalteringly and constantly 

implements, those factors mainly aim to contradict that rule, therefore taking it to a grey 

area of perspective since interpretations of superheroes today are persistently approaching 

                                                
32 Smith, Batman Unmasked. 
33 Smith, Batman Unmasked. 
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a more realistic realm, implementing a monumental shift not only in the comic book world, 

but also with the cinematic universes. 

Another defining attribute of Batman is his ability to discipline himself, to restrain 

dark impulses regarding revenge that can again be linked to the death of his parents, the act 

of murder witnessed that night is essentially what he is fighting and preventing from 

happening to others. If Batman were to engage in the act of killing, it would defeat the 

entire purpose of his existence. In his early years from the Golden Age, he certainly killed 

and even used guns. One explanation for this can be that in those times, writers and artists 

mainly improvised while assembling upcoming issues of comics within that era, moreover, 

the notion of Kane and Finger having already mapped out the multiple developments of the 

storyline for the next 77 years, seems unlikely. Taking inspiration from Zorro and The 

Shadow, we could theorize that they might have been inspired by some of their set of 

characteristics, primarily from The Shadow.34 

It wasn’t until the 40’s where the depiction of Batman possessing the ability to kill 

dissipated. In 1954, with the arrival of Wertham’s book, a contributing factor to the 

creation of the comics code where killing became a concept considered to be unfit for the 

medium of comic books. In the 80’s desires for a more mature content sprouted and the 

idea of Batman taking a life was revised, like in the issue of Messiah of the Crimson Sun 

(1982) where Batman kills Ra’s al-Ghul. An incident that can be debated as an essential 

chain of events, a necessary act to further a certain storyline, shifting his no killing rule 

into a grey area.35 What complicates this situation is that comics are known for constantly 

killing off characters only to revive them again in one way or another. Batman engaging in 

the act of killing makes things contradicting, which brings us to the conflict of killing 

versus not saving, bringing us further into modern-day interpretations of Batman, where 

his moral codes prove to be bendable in certain situations. In Batman Begins he 

unwillingly kills Ra’s al-Ghul, by choosing not to save him. In other instances, Batman 

seems to be unable to make an exception, specifically regarding the Joker. A fact brought 

to light in Batman: Under the Red Hood where the resurrected Jason Todd (former Robin) 

confronts Batman about killing the Joker, to which Batman simply answers that he will and 

                                                
34 Chris Sims, “Ask Chris (About Batman) #54: Why Doesn’t Batman Kill?” Comics Alliance, April 22, 2011, http://comicsalliance.com/batman-
kills/. 
35 Chris Sims, “Ask Chris (About Batman) #54: Why Doesn’t Batman Kill?” 
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shall not for if he would, it would lead him to a path of no return, thus implementing a 

poetic aspect onto the relationship between himself and the Joker.36 

While Batman creates a line between justice and injustice, other characters prove to 

be boundless to such restrictions. Batman’s rogues gallery isn’t considered the finest for no 

reason. Displaying a variety of deranged denizens, one as colourful and outrageous as the 

other, with iconic names such as the Riddler, Bane, Scarecrow, Penguin and Two-face (See 

image 23). They are also known for being the most psychologically scarred, 

simultaneously providing baleful reflections onto the hero. Among the rogues, the Joker 

seems to be the one that equals Batman with his ferocity, psychological complexity and 

unpredictability.37 

 

 

 

3. Reflections 

With the rise of the dark knight followed a higher class of criminal who proved themselves 

to be a formidable challenge, but only one rose above the others to be his true counterpart. 

The Harlequin of hate, the Clown Prince of Crime himself, The Joker.  

Within the universe of Batman, the Joker seems to be the only one that can counter 

the weight of Batman’s complex history and strength in character, except that the Joker’s 

storyline seems to be shrouded in obscurity as the centerpoint of his origins have never 

completely been solidified. There have been multiple reimagined incidents about how he 

might have come to be the Joker, but no official story of a past identity, only vague 

delineations as the Red Hood, before becoming the Clown Prince of Crime.38 Initially 

introduced with no backstory in 1940, but was developed further in the 168th issue of 

Detective Comics in 1951, titled The Man Behind The Red Hood! where the mysterious 

hooded man is revealed to be the Joker. Originally plaguing the city as a man dressed in a 

red hood whose attempt to escape from Batman and the police turned dire and dove into a 

                                                
36 Brandon Vietti. Batman: Under the Red Hood. Animated film. United States: Motion Picture Sound Editors, 2011. 
37 Smith, Batman Unmasked. 
38 Mansoor Mithaiwala, “The Complete History Of The Joker” Screenrant, July 11, 2016. http://io9.gizmodo.com/the-complete-history-of-the-
jokers-many-many-incarnati-1700471066. 
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repository of toxic waste after being cornered in a factory. 39  The Joker’s character 

development is almost as thorough as Batman’s. 

Another origin story more successfully recognized, is through Alan Moore’s 1988 

Batman: The Killing Joke. It is similar to the previous ones with the exception of The 

Killing Joke, a story revised and furthermore applied with the weight of a more 

psychological element. In this narrative we are presented with flashbacks of the Joker from 

a time when he used worked as an engineer who resigned from his employment to pursue 

the career of a comedian. His life eventually turned towards crime and dawned the garb of 

the Red Hood in an effort to provide for his wife who was with child. Similar to the 

storyline from The Man Behind The Red Hood! he ends up in a quarrel with Batman and 

leaps into a vat of chemical waste in order to escape, resulting in a physical disfiguration.40 

Another important detail about the Joker is that he himself does not seem know his own 

story as he addresses to Batman in The Killing Joke: 

 
 

 “I mean, what is it with you? What made you what you are? Girlfriend killed by 
the mob, maybe? Brother carved up by some mugger? Something like that, I bet. 
Something like that… Something like that happened to me, you know. I… I’m 
not exactly sure what it was. Sometimes I remember it one way, sometimes 
another… if I’m going to have a past I prefer it to be Multiple choice! HA! HA! 
HA!”41 

 

 

Starting as a ruthless killer from his early days where he went from a gangster 

visual persona to a campy thieving trickster in the post Wertham and Comics Code 

Authority in the 50’s. This softer portrayal of the Joker continued until the 70’s where his 

murderous attributes made a comeback. Much like Batman, the development gradually 

progressed towards a darker realm. Under the supervision of Neal Adams and Dennis 

O’Neil, the Joker was depicted into a closer version to the one we are so familiarly 

acquainted to today. 42  His elaborate pranks and idiosyncratic qualities from the 50’s 

gradually morphed into complex psychopathic pranks with the soul purpose to inflict pain 

and ultimately, death. I would comfortably depict him as an unstoppable murderous 

                                                
39 Bill Finger, Detective Comics No 168, (United states, DC Comics, 1951). 
40 Alan Moore, Batman: The Killing Joke, (United States, DC Comics, 1988). 
41 Alan Moore, Batman: The Killing Joke. 
42 James Whitbrook, “The Complete History Of The Joker’s Many, Many Incarnations,” Io9, April 27, 2015, http://io9.gizmodo.com/the-
complete-history-of-the-jokers-many-many-incarnati-1700471066. 
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psychopathic force who will go further than anyone just to make a point and to him death 

is just another tool. 

Through multiple retellings and reimagenings these stories and characters have 

become boundless. I believe that the Joker has been elevated from a perishable character to 

an everlasting entity in the Batman mythos as it is shown in Christopher Nolan’s 2008 

feature film The Dark Knight. In this feature, the Joker was portrayed as an unpredictable 

entity within Gotham, an incarnation of the opposing force that Batman crusades against.43 

Much like in The Killing Joke, we are again presented with an abstruse and vague origin 

story, as he never seems to tell the same story of the origins of his scars. It is as if the 

character himself was almost mirroring the premise of his other origin stories within the 

comics and other mediums. While the hero bears his own symbol, so does the villain. 

Emerging from a deck of cards, the Joker, otherwise known as Jester or Fool in a case of 

Tarot, a wildcard symbolizing mystery.44 Appropriately, its old Italian name was Il Matto, 

in close translation: The Lunatic or the Madman.45 

 In this alternative specific realm, we are presented with the beloved masked 

hero/vigilante who fights crime, inherently an idealist, the playing field, which is Gotham 

and the polar opposing force, embodied by the Joker. Their conflict resembles two 

individuals engaged in a game of chess (See image 24). Gotham’s defining characteristic is 

that there always will be crime and that crime must always be. Without evil, good cannot 

exist, there must be a force to perpetuate all the crimes and evil doings, on the counterpart, 

good cannot exist or awake without being spurred by evil in the first place. A subtle 

depiction of this can be found in Miller’s The Dark Knight Returns, where the playing field 

suffered the absence of both entities. Batman had virtually disappeared causing the Joker to 

do the same in his own way, patiently waiting in a catatonic state. The return of the dark 

knight generated the awakening for the jester of chaos. The conflict between these opposite 

forces can be interpreted in many ways. The two competing sides of a chess game, the 

battle between the white and black side, light and shadow. To its core, it is essentially a 

conversation between an idealist and a nihilist.  

 The nihilist takes its form as the Joker. He possesses the absurd standpoint rejecting 

any moral principles, that there is no meaning, value or purpose in any aspects of life, 
                                                
43 Christpher Nolan. The Dark Knight. Mp4 (United States, United Kingdom: Warner Bros, 2008.) 
44 “A Fortune in Playing Cards, Issue 8.” Gunther Anderson’s Home Page, September, 1998. 
http://www.guntheranderson.com/cards/feb97/lyle.htm. 
45 Jean-Michel David. “Playing the Fool.” Tarot Studies, December, 2010. http://newsletter.tarotstudies.org/2010/12/playing-the-fool/. 
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shaping him as the primal threat to Batman.46 The character operates similarly to the 

dangerous game of Russian Roulette, you simply do not know whether you will get the 

bullet or not. This is the potent combination of abstractions that poses him as Batman’s 

most formidable opponent as he shakes the very foundations of what Batman fights for. 

Being a character as powerful as Batman, they seem balance each other out. Batman fights 

for law and order, to rid Gotham of crime and in his essence, embodies the image of hope. 

He is the representation of idealism whereas the Joker essentially represents chaos, 47 to 

“upset the established order”. 48  Another characteristic that makes him such an apt 

opponent is how he so skilfully and persistently attacks Batman’s strengths and subverts 

them into becoming his own weakness. Batman is tactical and relies on his image, intellect 

and brute strength to intimidate and to achieve his objectives,49 for example in The Dark 

Knight Batman interrogates the Joker after having captured Rachel and Harvey Dent and 

utilizes brute force to obtain information on their location. The Joker gleefully gives up 

their location, but at the same time manages to force Batman between making a choice 

between saving Harvey or Rachel both fastened to explosives in different locations rigged 

to detonate at the exact same time.50 His choice eventually sheds a light on deeper aspects 

of Batman. Furthermore, exemplifying how he pushes the dark knight to his brink, 

knowing that his morality bears roots in his rule of no killing. The Joker can annihilate 

Batman’s physical strength and convert it into weakness since he has no fear of death.51 

The Joker’s constant endeavour is to show that he or any other individual can be 

challenged to contradict their moral codes; persistently attempting to push Batman into 

killing him, to prove his point. He builds a structure of no-win situations, where if Batman 

were to emerge victorious through the act of killing the Joker, he would have broken his 

most valuable moral code and thus losing at the same time, thus making the situation a 

conundrum. The Joker wants to submit him to his ways, from which there is no return. 

 Within the rogues gallery lays another who like Batman, deals with duality. Harvey 

Dent, otherwise known as Two-face. He stands as a testament to the Jokers nihilistic 

viewpoint. In contrast to Batman, Two-face is a character where the inner chaos has risen 

to the surface. His appearance is a complete embodiment of the duality in which Bruce 

                                                
46 Anthony Nowicke, “Everything Burns: The Psychology And Philosophy Of The Joker,” Pop Mythology, October 3, 2013. 
http://www.popmythology.com/the-psychology-philosophy-of-the-joker/. 
47 Michael Tucker. “The Dark Knight – Creating the Ultimate Antagonist.” short documentary, 10:59. accessed November 23, 2016 on 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pFUKeD3FJm8. 
48 Nolan, The Dark Knight. 
49 Michael Tucker, The Dark Knight – Creating the Ultimate Antagonist. 
50 Nolan, The Dark Knight. 
51 Lessons from the Screenplay, The Dark Knight – Creating the Ultimate Antagonist. 
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deals with similarly, but in the case of Two-face, the concept of a unified duality is in 

disarray. Having no control over his morals he leaves it purely to chance, leaving the fate 

of others to a flip of his trick coin. Having once been Gotham’s finest District Attorney, he 

was the white knight to Bruce’s dark knight. Unlike Batman, Harvey battled crime out in 

the open in the hours of daylight.52 Fundamentally, he provides a vague image of what 

Batman could become if he were to break his rule (See image 25). 

 I find that the Joker’s motives are a facet of his, alike his own character – shrouded 

in obscurity. However mysterious as they may be, they might also take on the simplest but 

most sinister forms of action. In the words of Batman’s loyal butler Alfred Pennyworth: 

“Some men aren’t looking for anything logical like money, they can’t be bought, bullied, 

reasoned or negotiated with. Some men just want to watch the world burn.”53 Batman and 

the Joker are opposing forces that ceaselessly perpetuate each other in this eternal duel. 

They are a perfect pairing of individuals resonating from each side of the spectrum of good 

and evil. Implied by the Joker in The Dark Knight: 

 
 

This is what happens when an unstoppable force meets an immovable object. 
You truly are incorruptible, aren’t you? You won’t kill me out of some 
misplaced sense of self-righteousness. And I won’t kill you because you’re just 
too much fun. I think you and I are destined to do this forever.54 

 
 
 
 The never-ending conflict between them is undeniably violent, both mentally and 

physically, but it is also the intellectual and philosophical battle that makes their dynamic 

so enthralling.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
52 Jessica Gibson, “How Two-Face Represents The Duality Within Us All,” Pop Mythology, April 15, 2014. http://www.popmythology.com/how-
two-face-represents-the-duality-within-us-all/. 
53 Nolan, The Dark Knight. 
54 Nolan, The Dark Knight. 
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4. Final Remarks 

The Batman mythos did not inspire me to get into fashion design per se, but more 

appropriately, sparked my interest on how many different facets of our identity function 

individually or in conjunction. 

 Were it not for the intensive development of Batman, he would not be so loved. 

Without the numerous renditions, he would not be so malleable. Through this process 

came the realization that the character and story can function in multiple mediums, with 

different writers, artists or filmmakers. That is how the Batman parallels have lasted so 

long and how they will keep being adapted.  

 With all the complexity held within the mythos, in terms of narrative, character 

development and history I find that it is the simplicity of the core of multiple 

circumstances that binds all of them together, how an event of death and tragedy acted as 

the mainspring for the creation of a hero. It is also that same simplicity that makes this 

story so universally acclaimed. What makes these characters so compelling is how 

relatively grounded they are. Batman portrays a person who has undergone tragedy and 

made the conscious choice to use it as a constant driving force to better himself and his 

reality. His humanity is also a contributing factor to why people idolize him and unlike 

other equally praised heroes, he has not inherited any superpowers. Batman adapted and 

honed his skills. What in turn makes the Joker so compelling is that he represents all of our 

dark impulses and shows how little it takes to entice people to give in to their dark side. 

I find that the reason why they work so well as a pairing is because of the 

intellectual conflict between them. A conflict symbolizing our own internal battles as 

spectators of this eternal duel, moreover, as complex beings. What is so intriguing is how 

they tap into our fears, hopes and aspirations. Batman as a figure, can act as a motivator for 

us to explore and embrace other facets of our own persona, dark or other. The Joker can be 

interpreted as a representative for external and internal forces of chaos that surrounds us 

and if not acknowledged, will only persist to dismantle our own being from the inside 

spurring out. It is also the reflections of opposites exhibited by these characters and the 

clashing of different morals. It is not their eccentricity that makes them profound, but 

rather how they manage to converse within their own contrasting outlooks. In addition, the 

contrasting concepts of chaos and order within these characters can encourage fluidity 

within oneself. 
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It almost makes perfect sense that the archenemy of the dark knight takes form in a 

maniacal clown. It is something that I have always found to be one of the most interesting 

constituents of the Batman mythos, especially from a visual standpoint. One is in a form of 

a clown or jester, figures generally associated with humour and lightness but driven by the 

powerful force of chaos and the other who takes form of a creature of the night generally 

associated with evil, driven by the powerful force of justice. Although immersed in a dark 

shroud he drives righteousness with a steadfast hand. It is also about how these elemental 

beings echoing and colliding against one another, ever revolving and perpetuating each 

other’s soul reason to exist. The two sides of the same coin, each great on their own but 

become even greater as a consequence of their need for each other. The Joker solidifies the 

very foundations of what makes Bruce Wayne Batman and vice versa. It is that symbolic 

relationship that is so significant to their dynamic. Light and dark, order and chaos, 

Batman and the Joker. 
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Image 1: Initial sketch of Batman by Bob Kane. 

 

Image 2: Alternatives for the look of Batman from Bill 
Finger. 

Image 3: Batman in the late 30’s 
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Image 4: Batman #128 – The Interplanetary Batman. 

Image 5: The rainbow Batman. 
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Image 6: Carmine Infantino’s Batman. Image 7: Shading becomes prominent. 

Image 8: Neal Adams’ Batman 
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Image 9: Further advancements with Marshall Rogers. 

 

Image 10: Elements of the fantastic and realism come together with Marshall Rogers. 
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Image 11: Batman in The Dark Knight Returns. 

Image 12: Bruce witnessing the death of his parents in Frank Miller’s Batman: Year One 
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Image 13: The batsuit in a blue – grey 
combination. 

Image 14: The batsuit in a black – grey 
combination. 

Image 15: The batsuit in a black – grey combination with a blue fade-out. 
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Image 16: Mechanically enhanced batsuit from The Dark Knight Returns. 
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Image 17: 1989 Batman directed by Tim Burton. 
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Image 18: Batman from The Animated Series. 

Image 19: Gotham in Dark Deco style. 
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Image 20: Gotham in 1989 Batman. 

 

Image 21: Gotham in 1995 Batman Forever. 
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Image 22: Bruce decides to use the bat as a symbol. 
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Image 23: Batman’s rogues gallery. 
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Image 24: The Joker in No Man’s Land. 

Image 25: Two-Face flips his trick coin. 
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